
SOPRASAFEFALL
PROTECTION



You work on a sloping or flat roof, 
you install bituminous or synthetic 
membranes, you carry out a small 
or large project, safely working at 
height is imperative in all cases. 
This is beyond any discussion. 
Therefore, SOPREMA has introduced 
the permanent fall protection 
system for roofs: SOPRASAFE.

SOPRASAFE is an all-round 
permanent fall protection system for 
working on roofs.  The anchorage 
points and the horizontal stainless 
steel lifeline system are fixed in a 
relatively simple way on the roof 
construction. SOPRASAFE allows 
any worker to access the roof in 
a simple and safe way to perform 
maintenance services on the roof.

+  Working on roofs is a high-risk activity, this is 

confirmed over and over again. Numerous accidents 

continue to occur every year, some of them with a fatal 

outcome, caused by falls from height at work. +

SOPRASAFE 
SAFELY WORKING AT HEIGHT
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SOPRASAFE 
ANCHORAGE SYSTEM

RESPONSIBLE

Safety takes an ever-growing role in our life. Fastening seat belts in 

the car has become a normal habit all over the world. A safety helmet 

and safety shoes are the standard on a construction site. And what 

about decibel measurements in production locations? We do anything 

we can to protect ourselves from various factors. And yet safety when 

working on roofs is not always obvious. 

Several accidents and even fatalities occur every year in performing 

services or operations on or to a roof. And the accident risk even 

increases as employers and workers take unnecessary risks by not 

implementing the correct or full safety measures or they simply do not 

take any measures or provisions at all to prevent falls.

PROTECTION

SOPRASAFE is an anchorage system designed to protect one or 

more persons working at height. The lifeline can be used as a fall 

protection or delimiting system and thus reduces the user’s risk. The 

SOPRASAFE anchorage point is permanently fixed on the construction. 

The patented shock absorber largely absorbs the forces that act in a 

fall.
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MOBILITY

The worker has an impressive mobility as the SOPRASAFE traveller 

runs smoothly over the cable lifeline and guides. The body harness 

and the lanyard are directly connected to the traveller allowing the 

user to hook on or off at any given time

COST SAVING

EN 795:2012 

+SEAMROOFS: The use of a clamp makes a roof 

perforation unnecessary

+MEMBRANE ROOFS:  SOPRASAFE can be implemented 

on most of the membrane roof 

systems (bitumen and synthetics) 

including one layer systems and 

bitumen on steel, concrete and 

wooden roofs/constructions

+SANDWICH PANELS: the system can be placed on 

all  composed roof systems. The 

anchors are fixed to the roof 

sheeting with special rivets.
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AN ANNUAL ROOF INSPECTION

Safety products need a compulsory annual inspection. SOPREMA 

has its experienced service technicians, who are all VCA-certified, to 

carry out these audits. To guarantee retesting, all certifications are 

registered, certified and roof workers are informed of the status again 

in a year. SOPREMA can also train your staff.

YOU CAN DO THIS YOURSELF

Working safely with a fall protection system requires skill and 

discipline. Therefore, a good training is needed. Our experienced and 

committed trainers teach you in our SOPRASAFE training centre the 

use and possibilities of the fall protection system, both in theory and 

practical tests.

After completing successfully the installer training you will be a 

certified SOPRASAFE safety expert. This allows you to install a 

SOPRASAFE safety protection system and to carry out annual 

inspections and recertifications. It keeps you accurately informed 

about the condition of the roofs you installed. You are able to intervene 

where needed and offer extra services to your client. 

BRL 9935

The BRL 9935 standard allows to certify safety processes and to 

award a KOMO quality label.

Safety on flat roofs is guaranteed by the design, the installation and 

the inspection of the adequate roof safety devices, implemented by 

certified professionals

SOPREMA’S SAFETY EXPERT:

+ Over 100 years experience

+ From advice to assembly, including periodic 

inspections by our staff

+ Draft of a hazard inventory & assessment

+ Training of your staff

+ Audit of installed safety systems

SOPRASAFE
CUSTOMISED TRAINING



SOPREMA is much more

Do you have a question about the SOPREMA 

safety products?

Contact our safety experts at SOPREMA

+353 (0)1 405 7796 or send us an e-mail at 

info@soprema.ie

You find more information on our website: 

www.soprema.ie

SOPREMA IE I Unit 75 | Cookstown Industrial Estate | Tallaght | Dublin 24 | Tel:01 405 77 96 | info@soprema.ie | www.soprema.ie

SOPREMA group values highly quality solutions and therefore follows the international quality system standards EN ISO 9001 - ISO 14001. The system is subject to independent audits and certification. 
SOPREMA group reserves the right, according to know-how and techniques developments, to modify the composition and terms and conditions of use of its products without prior notice 


